Boosting Visual Cloud
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A guide for media and entertainment service providers
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• Those providers with the service oﬀerings that
can handle huge volumes of video traffic, process
increasingly complex codecs and meet rising
customer expectations in a cost-effective manner can
expect to capitalize on this high-growth opportunity
• New technology from Intel, such as 2nd generation
Intel® Xeon® Scalable processors and Intel® Optane™
DC persistent memory, can help providers to build
the highly responsive infrastructure they need to
cost-eﬀectively store, track, transcode and deliver
visual cloud assets on-demand

THE OPPORTUNITY

The Challenge

Over the next decade (2019-2028) you, as a
media and entertainment service provider, will
have the chance to secure a share of almost USD 3
trillion in cumulative wireless revenue opportunity.
Nearly half of this (close to USD 1.3 trillion)2 will
be enabled by emerging 5G networks. Live sports
feeds, such as the World Cup and the Olympic
Games, and live concert streaming are obvious
segments ripe for the picking, but enterprise and
industrial applications are also ramping up quickly
into this space—education, aerospace, defense and
political events just to name a few.

If you’re running an internet-based media and
entertainment company, you’re facing a tsunami of
content demand driven by increasingly complex codecs
and emerging 5G networks. Added to this, you’re also
having to meet rising customer expectations, often with
outdated infrastructure that cannot meet the compute,
storage and network demands of modern media and
entertainment workloads in a cost-effective way.

If you can efficiently and innovatively oﬀer media
and transcoding services as part of your scalable
cloud service portfolio, you will find yourself in
a position to reap top-line revenue and stronger
customer subscription. But, achieving success in this
space is not without challenge.
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Increasing appetite for video
The amount of content being sent round the world
grows every day. Today, 300 hours of video are
uploaded to YouTube* every minute, and people
watch 3.25 billion hours of YouTube videos each
month3. By 2020 consumer real-time video-ondemand (VoD) traffic is expected to nearly double4,
by which time 75 percent of mobile data traffic will
be video5. But it doesn’t stop there. Emerging 5G
networks look set to further feed our insatiable
appetite for video by making possible more complex
and immersive online experiences. The market for
virtual reality (VR) hardware and software alone is
projected to increase from USD 2.2 billion in 2017 to
more than USD 19 billion by 20206.

the previous codec, H.264/MPEG7. Additional codecs
that are gaining in popularity, and that put additional
pressure on compute, storage and networking
resources, include the following:
• VP8, and its successor, VP9, are royalty free video
codecs open sourced by Google*. VP8 is mainly used
in connection with Web Real-Time Communication
(WebRTC) and as a format for short looped
animations, as a replacement for the Graphics
Interchange Format (GIF). VP9 competes mainly with
H.265/HEVC. At first, VP9 was mainly used on Google’s
video platform, YouTube, but is now widely supported
across mobile and non-mobile web browsers.
• The AOMedia (AOM) Video 1 (AV1) codec is based
on the VP8/VP9 codec, but uses next-generation
compression technology that is about 30 percent
more efficient than other high-efficiency codecs8.
AV1 can transmit high-quality video very quickly
over the internet, has no licensing fees and can
deliver higher-quality experiences to end users,
even when bandwidth is constrained.

More complex codecs

Keeping up in this rapidly growing field requires a
modern infrastructure and innovation. Intel has opensourced Scalable Video Technology-High Efficiency
Video Coding (SVT-HEVC), SVT-AV1 and SVT-VP9,
which are all available on GitHub*. All these codecs
have been rigorously tested by Intel and can provide

But video is not just getting more prevalent, it’s also
getting more complex. The computing complexity of
the H.265/HEVC codec is more than four times that of

dramatic improvements in performance. For more
details and GitHub links, visit the Intel Open Source
webpage, at https://01.org/svt.

Rising customer expectations

Inefficient operations

To compound matters, customer expectations are also rising.
Consumers are no longer happy to wait for their content.
In fact, according to one study, waiting for content to load
makes people angry. The study found that more than half of
consumers who watch online video experience “buffer rage”9.
The same study also revealed that more than 40 percent of
consumers will wait no more than 10 seconds before clicking
out of a buffering video, and of these, nearly 40 percent never
attempt to re-watch the video. When viewers abandon a video,
that can translate to lost revenue. The bottom line: consumers
expect fast startup and minimized buffering.

Strong competition in the video delivery marketplace is
driving down what you can charge your customers. This, in turn,
increases pressure to increase your operational efficiency, while
at the same time delivering more content. As the supply-demand
curve shifts for content delivery, customers are enjoying price
drops of 20-40 percent10. Simply adding more servers isn’t
economically viable—finding a cost-eﬀective means to deliver
what your customers want is critical to your bottom line.

Not only do viewers, gamers and social media network
members abhor waiting, they also fully expect a high-quality
viewing experience. They don’t want low resolution or jitter.
Smart content providers encode their videos so that they play
everywhere, on every device, with the highest quality possible.
These devices include mobile over cellular, mobile over Wi-Fi,
tablets, laptops, connected televisions, set-top boxes and even
automobile video screens.
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THE SOLUTION
Thriving in today’s online media and entertainment
economy means investing in transformational
hardware and software throughout the media
delivery chain. Innovative technologies from
Intel can transform your infrastructure into a
powerhouse. By boosting visual cloud software
performance and increasing the efficiency with
which you deliver content, these investments can
deliver excellent business value by empowering
new revenue with low operational costs.

Advanced compute
Specifically designed for compute-intensive
workloads, 2nd generation Intel® Xeon® Scalable
processors deliver up to 56 cores and 12 memory
channels per socket, higher frequencies than the
previous generation, and a new CPU memory
controller that can take advantage of Intel®
Optane™ DC persistent memory. Plus, the new
processors have many more built-in architecture
enhancements that can accelerate transcoding,
content delivery, image rendering and other media
and entertainment provider workloads. Intel®
Visual Compute Accelerator 2 (Intel® VCA 2) equips
Intel Xeon Scalable processor platforms with Iris®
Pro Graphics and Intel® Quick Sync Video media
transcode capabilities.
The Intel® Xeon® processor E3 family with Iris
Pro Graphics can be used for live-streaming use
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cases, where real-time delivery is more important
than super-high quality. In such use cases, the
transcoding is performed on the edge, as opposed
to in a large data center. The Intel Xeon processor E3
family also supports high density (such as in blade
servers) so you can achieve more streams per server.
Intel® QuickAssist Technology (Intel® QAT), a feature
of 2nd generation Intel Xeon Scalable processors,
accelerates transcoding through hardware-based
data compression and decompression. Hardware
suppliers oﬀer Intel QAT integrated into chipsets for
server motherboards or into Peripheral Component
Interconnect Express* (PCIe*) accelerator cards,
such as the Intel QAT Adapter products, which can
be installed into a standard server as a PCIe plug-in
card. Your developers can access the technology
through APIs and shims provided in the Intel QAT
software. Integrated, hardware-accelerated, real-time
data compression, which is provided by Intel QAT, is
not available with any other brand of processor.
Intel QAT insulates the application from whatever
data compression accelerator is being used. This
transparency is achieved with a QAT codec supplied
by Intel. The codec provides a compression and
decompression library for Hadoop*, and interfaces
to the user-space API, “QATzip.” When Hadoop
requests a compression or decompression
operation, instead of being executed in software,
the QAT codec forwards the requests to the Intel
QAT compression accelerator.

Intel® Advanced Vector Extensions 512 (Intel® AVX512) also helps speed transcoding. With 512-bit
vector operations capabilities, Intel AVX-512 can
handle your most demanding computational tasks,
including live-stream video. Applications can pack
eight 64-bit or sixteen 32-bit integers into the
registers, with up to two 512-bit fused multiplyadd (FMA) units, thus doubling the width of data
registers, doubling the number of registers, and,
doubling the width of FMA units, compared to Intel®
Advanced Vector Extensions 2.0 (Intel® AVX2).
If your visual cloud services include visual analytics
and deep learning, Intel® Deep Learning Boost
(Intel® DL Boost) with Vector Neural Network
Instructions (VNNI) can speed deep-learning
inference throughput by up to 30X, compared to a
previous-generation Intel Xeon Scalable processor11.
Intel® Speed Select Technology (Intel® SST)
introduced by Intel enables you to configure the
CPU to run at three distinct operating points (higher
core count with lower base frequency or lower core
count with higher base frequency). This means
you can define multiple CPU personalities based
on workload or VM needs and improve server
utilization. Certain high-priority customers can
be guaranteed to receive their content through
guaranteed per-core performance service-level
agreements (SLAs).
Intel® field programmable gate arrays (Intel®
FPGAs) are silicon devices that can be dynamically

reprogrammed with a data path that matches
your workloads. Intel FPGAs can be configured
to provide flexible architecture for transcoding
and other consumer media-related workloads. By
offloading certain tasks from the processor, you’ll
have more compute cycles available for live video
streaming, media analytics or other computeintensive consumer services.
By putting frequently used data closer to the CPU,
Intel Optane DC persistent memory increases
compute speed, which is critical to fast transcoding,
graphics rendering, and graphics analytics. Less
expensive than DRAM and almost as fast, Intel®
Optane™ technology provides an exceptional
combination of high throughput, low latency,
high quality of service, and high endurance. Use
this technology to accelerate applications for fast
caching and storage, reduce transaction costs for
latency-sensitive workloads such as video streaming
and increase scale per server. By using Intel Optane
technology’s aﬀordable, persistent memory, you
can handle more data in less time. Intel Optane DC
persistent memory also provides good encryption,
which is key to keeping intellectual property safe.

Advanced storage
Combining the speed of DRAM with the capacity
and cost efficiency of 3D NAND, Intel® Optane™ DC
Solid State Drives (SSDs) with Intel® Memory Drive
Technology can be used to transfer data from bulk
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storage to local storage to cluster memory. Using
Intel Optane DC SSDs as high-speed buffers can
break through I/O bottlenecks that can plague
content delivery networks (CDNs). A relatively small
number of Intel Optane DC SSDs can dramatically
reduce data transfer times.
Intel Optane DC SSDs are best suited for hot content
use cases, while Intel® 3D NAND SSDs are ideal for
high-capacity, high-volume use cases such as VOD
and cloud-based digital video recorders (DVRs).
Intel Optane DC persistent memory DIMMs are best
suited for live streaming and can offer substantial
savings compared to DRAM.

Advanced NETWORK
Use high-speed Intel® Ethernet Network Adaptors
and Controllers to keep up with dramatic increases in
content within and across servers. The Intel® Ethernet
700 series is available in 10 GbE, 25 GbE and 40 GbE,
and offers dual-port 25G VirtIO vSwitch acceleration.
Speed up critical workloads using Application Device
Queues on the new Intel® Ethernet 800 series, which
support up to 100 GbE. For high-performance,
long-distance switch-to-switch connectivity, take
advantage of Intel® Silicon Photonics.

Software frameworks and libraries
Optimized frameworks and libraries can support
content generation and delivery. For example, the

Intel® Distribution of OpenVINO™ toolkit supports
heterogeneous execution of inferencing workloads
across computer vision accelerators—CPU, GPU,
Intel® Movidius™ Neural Compute Stick, and
FPGAs—using a common API. With a library of
functions and preoptimized kernels, the toolkit
can speed time to market.
The Intel® Media SDK can speed up video
encoding, decoding and processing in applications
for Microsoft Windows* and embedded Linux*.
Using this SDK, you can create applications
for digital surveillance, retail, industrial, smart
home, video conferencing, and more. Its single
API enables hardware acceleration for fast
video transcoding, image processing and media
workflows while helping you use the capabilities
in Intel® Quick Sync Video. Benefits include:
• Acceleration of rich media performance. Speed
up video playback, encoding, processing, and
media formatting conversion.
• Fast product time to market. Prototype, optimize,
and productize your media pipelines with a
comprehensive, convenient API.
• Transition to new codecs quickly. Use efficient
codecs with hardware acceleration to increase
speed, compression, and quality across AVC,
HEVC, and MPEG-2.
• Debug and customize your products quickly.

WORKING TOGETHER: INTEL AND THE MEDIA
SERVICES ECOSYSTEM

• Nablet* focuses on developing technologies for automated
content recognition. They recently released an SDK based
on SVT-HEVC.

Intel is involved with several open source projects that can
help advance the next generation of codecs, specifically SVT
for HEVC, AV1 and VP9. Additionally, Intel is contributing to the
SVT-HEVC, SVT-A1 and SVT-VP9 encoder cores to enable high
performance, quality and scalability of video encoding under
a highly permissive Open Source Initiative (OSI)-approved
Berkeley Software Distribution* (BSD) + patent license. These
encoder library cores achieve excellent density-quality tradeoffs
and are optimized for Intel® Xeon® Scalable and Intel® Xeon® D
processors. For more information, visit https://01.org/svt.

• Harmonic Inc.*, one of the leaders in video delivery and
cable access solutions, plans to use SVT-AV1 to enhance the
performance and quality of its live video streaming services.

Intel also collaborates with ecosystem colleagues to test and
promote visual cloud innovation. Here are some examples:
• Netflix* and Intel have an ongoing collaboration on SVT-AV1,
announcing their plans at the 2019 National Association
of Broadcasters (NAB) Show. While SVT-AV1 is early in
development, the joint effort is fifty times faster than the
AOM-V1 encoder12, making AV1 commercially viable for the
first time.
• TiledMedia* is one of the leaders in flexible, low-latency
delivery of extremely high-resolution 360-degree VR
video content and 180-degree panoramic video content
to consumer devices. The company is currently using
SVT-HEVC to deliver 8K-resolution VR, and hopes to soon
use SVT-AV1 to bring that same high-quality VR experience
to browser-based applications.
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By combining the latest Intel Xeon Scalable processors with
optimized software (codecs), you can build a high-performance,
cost-effective software-defined infrastructure (SDI) that can
grow as your visual cloud needs change. This software-based
approach (see the sidebar, “Open Visual Cloud: Accelerating
Innovation”) means that if and when necessary, you can
seamlessly integrate hardware acceleration for encode, decode,
inference, or render workloads without changing the software.
Additional Intel® technologies can further accelerate artificial
intelligence (AI) workloads. For example, Intel Optane DC
persistent memory and SSDs, Intel 3D NAND SSDs, Intel
Ethernet and Intel Silicon Photonics, plus a wide variety of
software libraries from Intel facilitate fast advanced analytics.

Open Visual Cloud: Accelerating Innovation
The Open Visual Cloud is an Intel-sponsored open source
project that offers a set of pre-defined workflow pipelines for
various visual cloud use cases. These pipelines are based on
optimized open source ingredients across four core building
blocks (encode, decode, inference, and render), which are used
to deliver visual cloud services such as media processing and
delivery, media analytics, immersive media, cloud gaming and
cloud graphics.
Scalable Video Technology (SVT) is a major component of the
Open Visual Cloud and plays a key role in all the Open Visual
Cloud services workflow pipelines. Other interoperable building
blocks include the OpenVINO™ toolkit and the Intel® Rendering
Framework. The pipelines all support industry-standard
frameworks, like FFMPEG*, gstreamer*, TensorFlow* and other
deep-learning frameworks and are provided as Docker* files.
Using the reference pipelines from the Open Visual Cloud, service
providers have an advanced starting point and can quickly test
and deploy a service, thereby accelerating innovation.
Two reference pipelines are already available, for content
delivery network (CDN) live streaming and real-time intelligent
ad insertion. Other pipelines, such as interactive ray tracing and
360-degree virtual reality (VR) are in the works.

LEARN more

Conclusion
and Next Steps
Verified solutions
Intel is driving the next wave of data center innovation with
Intel® Select Solutions, based on Intel Xeon Scalable processors.
Intel Select Solutions are verified solutions configurations that
are aimed to speed selection and deployment of data center
and communications network infrastructure. The solutions are
developed from deep Intel experience with industry solution
providers, as well as extensive collaboration with the world’s
leading data center and service providers. The following Intel
Select Solutions can empower you to confidently make the right
purchasing decisions for CDNs and other visual cloud workloads:
• Intel® Select Solutions for Visual Cloud Delivery Network
• Intel® Select Solutions for Analytics and Artificial Intelligence
• Intel® Select Solutions for Hybrid Cloud
• Intel® Select Solutions for Network Transformation

It is clear from the growth in visual cloud workloads that this
is an area where you can secure increased revenue and a
wider customer base. If you’re looking to grow your media and
entertainment provider business, you should take the following
next steps:
• Evaluate your current infrastructure—compute, storage and
network—to see where you can invest to bring more content
to more users faster.
• Focus on your core competencies and customer base. Instead
of trying to oﬀer all types of media services, choose one or
two that best fit customer demand.
• Take advantage of industry collaboration. You don’t have to build
everything from scratch. Several end-to-end solutions exist that
support on-premises video encoding, high-performance cloud
processing and video transport technology.
• Put Intel® technology to work to lower total cost of ownership
(TCO) and increase performance. Choose the 2nd generation
Intel Xeon Scalable processor and other Intel® products
that deliver fast encoding and decoding, smooth graphics
delivery, and low network latency.
Discover more resources for CSPs: visit intel.com/csp
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further reading
• Visual Cloud Computing
• Intel Resources for Cloud Service Providers
• Intel® Cloud Insider Program
• Open Visual Cloud
• Intel® Xeon® Scalable Processors
• Intel® Optane™ DC Persistent Memory
• Intel® Field Programmable Gate Arrays
• Intel® Media Server Studio
• Intel® Media Software Development Kit
• Intel® Networking Technology
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Software and workloads used in performance tests may have been optimized for performance only on Intel microprocessors.

Performance tests, such as SYSmark and MobileMark, are measured using specific computer systems, components, software, operations and functions. Any change to any of those factors may cause the
results to vary. You should consult other information and performance tests to assist you in fully evaluating your contemplated purchases, including the performance of that product when combined with
other products. For more complete information visit www.intel.com/benchmarks
Configurations: Tested by Intel as of 2/26/2019. Platform: Dragon rock 2 socket Intel® Xeon® Platinum 9282(56 cores per socket), HT ON, turbo ON, Total Memory 768 GB (24 slots/ 32 GB/ 2933 MHz),
BIOS: SE5C620.86 B.0D.01.0241.112020180249, Centos* 7 Kernel 3.10.0-957.5.1.el7. x86_64, Deep Learning Framework: Intel® Optimization for Caffe* version: https://github.com/intel/caffe d554cbf1,
ICC 2019.2.187, MKL DNN version: v0.17 (commit hash: 830a10059a018cd-2634d94195140cf2d8790a75a), model: https://github.com/intel/caffe/blob/master/models/intel_optimized_models/int8/
resnet50_int8_full_conv.prototxt, BS=64, No datalayer DummyData: 3x224x224, 56 instance/2 socket, Datatype: INT8 vs Tested by Intel as of July 11th 2017: 2S Intel® Xeon® Platinum 8180 cpu @
2.50GHz (28 cores), HT disabled, turbo disabled, scaling governor set to “performance” via intel_pstate driver, 384GB DDR4-2666 ECC RAM. CentOS* Linux release 7.3.1611 (Core), Linux kernel* 3.10.0514.10.2.el7.x86_64. SSD: Intel® SSD DC S3700 Series (800GB, 2.5in SATA 6Gb/s, 25nm, MLC).Performance measured with: Environment variables: KMP_AFFINITY=’granularity=fine, compact‘, OMP_NUM_
THREADS=56, CPU Freq set with cpupower frequency-set -d 2.5G -u 3.8G -g performance. Caffe: (https://github.com/intel/caffe/), revision f96b759f71b2281835f690af267158b82b150b5c. Inference
measured with “caffe time --forward_only” command, training measured with “caffe time” command. For “ConvNet” topologies, dummy dataset was used. For other topologies, data was stored on local
storage and cached in memory before training. Topology specs from https://github.com/intel/caffe/tree/master/models/intel_optimized_models (ResNet-50), Intel C++ compiler ver. 17.0.2 20170213,
Intel® Math Kernel Library (Intel® MKL) small libraries version 2018.0.20170425. Caffe run with “numactl -l“.
Performance results are based on testing as of the date set forth in the configurations and may not reflect all publicly available security updates. See configuration disclosure for details. No product or
component can be absolutely secure.
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Software and workloads used in performance tests may have been optimized for performance only on Intel microprocessors.

Performance tests, such as SYSmark and MobileMark, are measured using specific computer systems, components, software, operations and functions. Any change to any of those factors may cause the
results to vary. You should consult other information and performance tests to assist you in fully evaluating your contemplated purchases, including the performance of that product when combined with
other products. For more complete information visit www.intel.com/benchmarks
Configurations: Tested by Intel as of 3/1/2019. HW Configuration: 1x Intel® Xeon® Platinum processor 8160, 2.1GHz, 24 cores, turbo and HT on, 192GB total memory, 12 slots / 16GB / 2666 MT/s / DDR4
LRDIMM, / OS: Windows Server 2016 Standard security mitigations applied, ucode 0x200004d. Encoding Configuration: Config: Encoders: SVT-AV1: version 0.5.0 candidate / lib aom master build I06193a
/ hm 16.20 tag CQP mode for both. QP set av1 - [20,32,43,55], hevc [27,32,37,42] tested presets. Sample cli [svt-av1]: SvtAv1EncApp.exe -enc-mode -w 1920 -h 1080 -i input.yuv -q -b output.bin -n 60
-intra-period 119 -bitdepth 8 -fps-num 60000 -fps-denom 1001 Sample cli [hm]: TAppEncoder.exe -wdt 1920 -hgt 1080 -i input.yuv -q 27 -fr 60 -b output.bin -f 60 -ip 120 –c encoder_randomaccess_
main.cfg Sample cli [lib aom]: aomenc.exe --codec=av1 --psnr --verbose --passes=1 --threads=48 --i420 --profile=0 --frame-parallel=0 --tile-columns=0 --test-decode=fatal --kf-min-dist=120 --kfmax-dist=120--end-usage=q --lag-in-frames=25 --auto-alt-ref=2 --cq-level=20 --aq-mode=0 --bitdepth=8 --input-bit-depth=8 --fps=30000/1000 --width=1920 --height=1080 -o output.bin input.yuv
--cpuused=<preset> Content Source: https://media.xiph.org/video/derf/objective-1.1.tar.gz Speed ran on concatenated 1080 clips.
Performance results are based on testing as of the date set forth in the configurations and may not reflect all publicly available security updates. See configuration disclosure for details. No product or
component can be absolutely secure.

Intel technologies' features and benefits depend on system configuration and may require enabled hardware, software or service activation. Performance varies depending on system configuration. No
product or component can be absolutely secure. Check with your system manufacturer or retailer or learn more at intel.com.
Intel, the Intel logo, Xeon, Optane, OpenVINO, Movidius are trademarks of Intel Corporation or its subsidiaries in the U.S. and/or other countries.
*Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.
© Intel Corporation
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